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TITLE OF CASE STUDY: MiO Squirt Some 

 
Executive Summary:  

Kraft, a leader in the powdered beverage category in Canada, had witnessed stagnant category 
and brand performance in recent years.  To fuel growth, Kraft introduced a game changing 
innovative, MiO Liquid water enhancer, targeting an untraditional consumer – the Millennial 
male.  Kraft and its research partners collaborated to develop a concise strategy and engaging 
consumer bundle to bring MiO to market.  The process involved several phases of research, to 
support both launch of a new product and the new liquid category. The end result was an 
extremely engaging, successful marketing campaign.  MiO launch has exceeded all key business 
metrics for Kraft Canada. 
 
Business Situation and Campaign Objectives: 

The Powdered Beverage Category had witnessed stagnant category performance over the past 
few years, driven by a lack of relevance and negative perceptions towards the ‘powder’ format.   A 
radical change was needed to return to growth and bring in new category users. 

 

While the beverage mix category and Kraft powdered beverage portfolio purchasers/ users are 
primarily female, the MiO Campaign was specifically targeted toward a new cohort -- the male 
Millennial.  Prior to MiO, this consumer was not engaged in the beverage mix category, being 
largely satisfied with his existing beverage options.  As such, success of this launch was 
dependent upon a change in consumer behavior and creation of a new need.  Awareness, trial 
and disruption of typical consumption patterns were crucial for success. 

 

With the exception of one small player in the Canadian market, the liquid concentrate space was 
a largely untapped opportunity.  On the heels of the US launch, Canada was in a position to 
define and own the liquid concentrate space and build an iconic brand for the male Millennial. 

 

The marketing objective was to drive awareness and trial of the new MiO brand, and entrench it 
as a category leader within the liquid concentrate category.  Target trial rate was 4% household 
penetration in the first 12 months (surpassed after only a few months in market) and repeat rate of 
27% (also surpassed).   
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Additional objectives included: 
 Establish a new cohort for liquid beverage mixes – the Millennial male. 
 Communicate the MiO brand personality as a fun, humorous, and quirky.  
 Minimize cannibalization by existing core target of powdered beverage users within 

Kraft portfolio. 

Research Story 

Research insight uncovered that Millennials are big beverage believers (tap water and bottled 
water are consumed most by the 18 to 24 demographic).  However, prior to MiO, there were no 
drink enhancers currently targeting these heavy users.  Millenials tend to be early adapters of 
many trends and actively they seek out opportunities to change up their daily routines. Even 
though other beverages were targeting Millennial, no one was giving them an opportunity to 
customize water their own way.  The team seized this great opportunity to capitalize on the new 
target.  

 

The key challenge was that our target consumers were largely content with their existing 
beverage options. The competitive frame of reference consisted of a wide range of choices: 
sports drinks, water, bottled water, energy drinks, flavoured ready to drink beverages, pop etc. 
Finding ways to interrupt, talk in their own language, make the product relevant to their lifestyle 
was the ultimate challenge. 

  

The strategy became to engage our target consumers by literally bringing them into the category 
with our “quirky” message (‘squirt some’).  The execution of the campaign was based upon 
understanding the consumer motivation - customization, need for change, for hydration, 
entertainment, portability and convenience.  The goal was to get them to see the opportunity to 
change up their water to best suit, ‘whenever and wherever’ and deliver the message with 
relevance.  In the end, we wanted this untraditional target to walk into retail locations and seek out 
MiO. 

 

The success of the campaign was a direct result of the insights brought forth by the research: 
 

1) Initial product concept testing (US-based) revealed strong appeal and delivery against 
expectations. 

2) Concept screening revealed that current powdered beverage category buyers would be 
more interested in the MiO concept, regardless of the brand they purchased, than the 
general population.  This signaled that there would be an opportunity to take share away 
from other powdered beverage brands in market, but be potentially cannibalistic to the 
Crystal Light franchise.  Key insight:  move away from traditional powdered beverage 
target and focus on male Millennials to minimize cannibalization and maximize 
incremental volume (we saw a great opportunity to capitalize on a ripe target that was not 
currently engaged). 

3) Importance of strong advertising support to support launch:  the creative copy would be 
crucial to explain this new format and its benefits.  Move forward with the most compelling 
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message to the Millenial: customization (this message would resonate most with the target 
consumer per our research), but delivered in a fun, quirky way that grabs their attention.  

4) On its own, the product offering would not be highly relevant or motivating to purchase, 
despite the fact that it delivered against expectations.  Product trial and an innovative path 
to market would be the key to engage our target consumer. 

Below are each of the key research components in the launch of MiO:  

 

Review of all past US consumer research:  Prior to undertaking any Canada specific- 
consumer research, the team leveraged past learnings from Kraft US to devise the initial 
Canadian product bundle. 

 

Bundle Optimization research (Concept Screening, Product Fulfilment and Size of prize) 
validated the U.S. MiO product bundle and identified opportunities for enhancement for Canadian 
marketplace (Nielsen Bases II, 2011).  This research validated the top skus to launch (four out of 
six tested), interest in Canadian market; key messaging, and volume potential. 

 

Central Location Testing explored optimized flavour varieties (focused on sweetness reduction 
at various levels) and revealed the optimal flavour profiles for Canada.   

 

Creative pre-testing: Building upon learnings from bundle optimization research on 
communication messaging, creative ideas were put forth into creative pre-testing with Ipsos ASI 
(March 2012, Ad Lab). The ‘Quali-Quant’ methodology allowed for a detailed assessment of four 
different creative options in animatic format.  The research approach provided diagnostics to 
optimize final creative development for ‘Everything Changes’, as it was deemed to have most 
potential to support the MiO brand.  Many insights came from this research are directly evident in 
the final product and execution (tagline optimization related to squirt; importance of brand flavour; 
functional benefit of the ‘squirt’ to differentiate brand and drive interest). 

 

In market tracking performance: (June to Aug. 2012) Team leveraged dunnhumby retailer data 
for an early read on trial and repeat and source of volume.  As well, at six months post launch 
they leveraged Nielsen data (October, 2012 – Analysis; Market Track, Panel Views trigger, 
Homescan consumer panel ) to identify additional opportunities for optimization in market. 

 

Lastly, Ipsos brand and equity tracking (August, 2012) provided the tools necessary to properly 
diagnose campaign results and to optimize future campaign media strategies. 

 

Campaign Description: 

Media plan/ campaign consisted of the following components:  

 
o TV (English and French): 

 2485 GRP’s over 9 weeks from May 14 to Aug 6th and 7 more weeks between 
Sept 24 and Nov 9th (strong in-market performance and sales allowed for this). 
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 TV consisted of conventional buy, specialty buy, sports overlay, and specialty 
premium.   

o Digital Advertising & Pre-roll (MTV, YouTube,  Global, CTV, NHL):  
 19 weeks - April 30 to July 23; Oct 1 to Nov 5; Consisting of various activities 

including Pre-roll;  X Box, Keyword.  
o Co-marketing with ties to water & In-store merchandising (secondary displays). 
o Out of Home:  Pattison Digital Board in Toronto – 7 weeks: May 24 to July 9 
o Out of Home Sampling: June 28 to Sept 30th – Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal (5 

weeks per city), and frosh week sampling. 
o Online Content (Dude Perfect trick squirt video) 

 Dude Perfect “MiO Trick Squirts” Viral video (283M views to date) 
 PR and Media Tour – From Baskets to Squirts (Dude Perfect)  

o YouTube – MiO Changes commercial – over 1.2 million views to date (a record for 
Kraft Canada!) 

o Corporate Scale Support (Kraft Celebration Tour) - Product placement (TSN) 

Importantly, research insights supported the need for an unconventional launch plan to effectively 
engage the Millennial target and breakthrough.  As a result, the Kraft media buy for this campaign 
pushed the organization ‘outside its comfort zone’ in some ways.  Kraft had to think and act 
differently than in the past, especially in the beverages category that had traditionally been 
focused on women.  For example, the campaign called for a much larger pre-roll buy on sites 
such as You Tube, tsn.com and mtv.com – properties well known for their popularity with the 
target consumer.  The intent was to place our messages where they are, rather than trying to ‘pull’ 
consumers to our properties. 

 

In addition, product trial was crucial to drive purchase, hence a significant component of the 
campaign was focused on out-of-home sampling during the summer months.  There was very 
limited time to have an impact within a cluttered marketing landscape at an inefficient time of year, 
but the team was successful in doing so.  

  

Campaign Business results: 

The MiO launch has been a huge success year-to-date and is on track to exceed all business 
targets.  After only 6 months in the market, the launch of MiO has grown the overall Beverage Mix 
category double digit, bringing in 18% new buyers, and expanding usage 27% among current 
category buyers. MiO is also tracking +300% ahead of Kraft’s revenue target and all 4 MiO skus 
are in the top 10 in category sales.  

 

The Canadian marketing campaign is effectively driving awareness, trial, and brand equity for MiO 
(Ipsos brand equity study, Aug, 2012 and Nielsen). Further: 

 TV ad “Everything Changes” is in the top 25% of all ads assessed in Canada and reaches the 
top 5% on some dimensions in post ad tracking. 

 In-Store (Point-of-Buying) advertising is also a strong contributor to awareness and trial.  

 Consumers who have tried the product are very positive about MiO. 
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 The flavours are benchmarking favourably vs. long-established cold beverage brands. 

 MiO is attracting the target consumers: younger (age 18-34) and males are buying and 
consuming MiO. 

 Household penetration target was achieved at only three months in market. 

 

MiO has had more than 1.2MM views of the TV commercial on YouTube.  The commercial was 
the fasted growing spot on YouTube in Kraft Canada. The quirky spot has really attracted its core 
target Millennial men, with the strongest online audience being men 25-34 yrs.  In addition, there 
have been 300M views of the ‘Dude Perfect Trick Squirt’ video.   

 

Externally, MiO has won two awards:  MiO was voted 1 of 10 Most Innovative Products at Grocery 
Innovations Canada (GIC) 2012.  Products were evaluated based on three criteria: most unique, 
most buzz-worthy and best consumer response.    

Second, most recently MiO was voted a winner of the 2013 Best New Product Award in the Food 
and Beverage category (Canadian Living). 

 


